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Dear First Names
We have had a good winter and spring at Nithdale.
Nothing tailed yet but looks like plenty of lambs running
around.

700 in lamb stud hoggets early
October – average weight 61kg

Hoggets have just started lambing and then the next
thing will be ram selling time – comes around fast!
Below is an update on what has been going on with
Nithdale Genetics and enclosed is a ram order form
for this season.

New Traits added to Sheep 5K Gene Test
Genomics have been available for a
few years now. That is the ability to
determine the genetic potential of an
animal based on its DNA. We have
used sheep 5K on our maternal
sheep (Romneys) for five years and
the last two years we have had
genomics
on
meat
quality
(tenderness and intra muscular fat) in
our terminal sheep (Suftex).
Until recently Sheep 5K covered 22
production, meat, wool and health
traits. However with the new
calibration released in August the test
now covers 35 traits. The additional
traits include lamb survival (the lamb’s
contribution to survival) and lamb
survival
maternal
(the
ewe’s
contribution to lamb survival) and
hogget fertility (ability to get in lamb)
and hogget NLB (number of lambs
born). This is a great development for
us at Nithdale as we have been
focusing on improving survival and
hogget lambing over the last few
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years, recognizing that gains in these
two areas will give us significant
improvement
in
our
genetics.
Concerning survival, because we rely
on DNA parentage, we don’t know the
sire of dead lambs so only get good
information on the ewe’s contribution
to survival (based on number of
lambs reared compared with the
pregnancy scan), however with the
addition of survival to the genomics
suite, that means we get direct
information also on lamb survival.
The accuracies on the test have
improved so combined with more
traits covered it makes the gene test
even better. The bottom line is that it
gives us the ability to make better
selection decisions and therefore
make faster genetic gain. This rate of
genetic gain will flow onto our clients.
For a full breakdown of all the
traits covered in Sheep 5K go to
http://www.zoetis.co.nz/genetics and
look up Sheep 5K.

OPEN DAY
Our Ram Open Day gives both existing
and prospective clients an opportunity to
come and look at the lineup of rams we
have for sale.
We will have the BBQ going and also run a
draw again for a couple of rams.
Look forward to catching up
with some of you there.

BLG Single Step
Beta Project
Beef + Lamb NZ Genetics (BLG)
are running a project called the
BLG Single Step Beta Project this
season as they further develop
the SIL genetic engine.
The aim is to better integrate
DNA,
performance
and
pedigree information giving
more accurate evaluations.
There are 19 flocks involved in
the project including Nithdale.
At tailing time we take tissue
samples on all the Romney
lambs, which we have done in
past years, however this year
we not only get parentage
information but also genomics
(an upgraded version of Sheep
5K) plus major genes on every
single lamb. BLG will use this to
develop a single step genetic
analysis incorporating all the
data (DNA, performance and
pedigree) into one evaluation.
The plan is to have the weekly NZ
Genetic Evaluation using this
‘single step’ analysis by the
middle of next year which will be
a significant step forward for the
sheep industry.

Charolais Cross Rams for Hogget Lambing
We have a few Charolais/Suftex cross
2th rams available for sale this year as
we continue one of our programs of
developing a terminal breed for
hogget lambing – one with high
survival at lambing time without

assistance and also grows out well as
a lamb. We will have a lot more ram
lambs on the ground this year that fit
these criteria so if anyone is interested
in this cross, let me know.

Rob Hodgkins at home on the farm

Facebook Page
Check out our Facebook page
– I have been keeping it up to
date with what is happening on
the farm so it gives clients and
those interested an opportunity
to keep a closer eye on what’s
happening at Nithdale.

FEEL FREE
TO LIKE
OUR
PAGE!

Nithdale Genetics
doing well at Glen Islay

Nithdale Rams
Heading to the UK
This coming season we have some Romney rams heading
off to the UK. Rob Hodgkins is running 1500 ewes spread
over 440ha in Stevenage, North of London, and is involved
in a trial to improve meat yields in their maternal sheep.
Unfortunately we can’t export semen to the UK which would
have been much easier but live exports are still allowed –
the only problem is that flying rams to the UK is more
expensive than people!
The other complication with rams imported into the UK is
that they must be scrapie resistant, a disease that affects
sheep. We don’t have scrapie in NZ but rams can still be
resistant to it. Fortunately 20% of the rams we tested had
the resistant genotype ARR/ARR which has given us enough
rams to select.
A quote from Rob: “When I first met Andrew in 2014 and
toured his property as part of my Nuffield I knew I wanted
to utilise his myomax genetics within my own flock…
Trouble was my flock is 18,359km away in the UK! I never
forgot the idea, and am fortunate enough this year to
have been awarded a $45,000 grant funded by several UK
foundations in an effort to improve romney genetics by
introducing the myomax gene”.

Glen Islay Station covers three properties in the
southern part of NZ running 21000 ewes as well as
their cropping and beef enterprises.
They have been using Nithdale rams, both romneys
and suftex for the last nine years and along with good
management have made significant production
gains over that time.
Last year they tailed 142% (lambs tailed to ewes
mated) as well as 70% in their hoggets. This year
scanning was up on last year including a scanning of
132% over 6100 hoggets.
Peter Grant, Stock Manager, says, “lamb carcass
weights have also improved as well as meat yields and
we are getting more lambs away at weaning time”.

Vaccinating 2th ewes
up at the airstrip on Glen Islay
prelamb early September 2017

Ram Sales
We will start selling rams after the Open Day so if you would like to order rams
please fill in the enclosed Ram Order Form and post or email back. Anyone
who has Nithdale bred capital stock for sale or would like to buy some, if you
could also let me know – I’ve already had some enquiry.

Regards,

Andrew Tripp

Look forward to seeing you over the ram selling season.
Any enquiries contact ANDREW on 0800 NITHDALE, or visit our WEBSITE at www.nithdale.com
Southern OPD

